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ASSIGNMENT PROCESS-PATTERN 
Complete Patterns and objects for homework:   
1. Complete 7 Pattern drawings in Illustrator for 
homework 8.5”x11” or larger. Use the template or 
your own design.
2. View Student References examples.
3. Ask me if you have questions, no matter what and 
when
INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW: Illustrator tools: Use 
pen, selections, shapes, rotate, reflect,  swatches, blend, 
gradient, greys -Scan pattern sketches, 300dpi, and place 
sketches in your Pattern Man/drawing folder. -Place your 
pattern sketches in Illustrator, call it original, lock the 
layer, and create a new layer for each pattern. 

1. Trace portions of your 7 patterns for swatches. (You can
make/use more if you want to). Select one design at a time
and make the swatches. (duplicate, rotate, scale, etc.)

3. These windows will appear next. Click ok and you will
see the pattern swatch appear in the color pallet. Label it.

4. After you hit ok, the window left open will allow you to
choose the number of times you would like the pattern to re-
peat in the swatch, hexigon, spacing etc. Scale by selecting Size
Tile to Art, selecting around middle the design, alt/shift drag.

5. Important: save
each swatch.

6. This window pops up
next. Name each swatch.

2. Marque select the total single pattern design. Go to
the  Object drop down menu and select Pattern/Make.

(This shows you 
the 3x3 hex by 
column version). 

Hit done at the top of the artboard. It seems to dissapear 
but is there in your swatches. Be sure it is labeled.
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7. Double click anywhere on the artboard document to
take you back to your original screen.

8. Make and select your next single pattern. Go to the
Object drop down menu. Choose Pattern/Make. Follow
steps 3-6 above again.

9. Keep going through processes 1-7 until you have made 
and saved the seven swatch designs based on you sketchbook 
cultural studies.
After you make all of the designs, save the document file as 
patterns_alaiyo_di_sp18.ai in your Illustrator folder within 
your Pattern Man project folder.

10. Create a new file, name it
pattern_man_alaiyo_di_ sp18, 11”x17” in size. (size
of tabloid paper)

11. Place your original figure drawing art (scanned in
class/scan folder) as a template and name layer (original),
lock the layer and create another layer name it Illustrator.

12. Wait until class on Monday to use the patterns. 
You will be learning new ways fill and paint in 
the patterns.

Note: To make your patterns smaller either scale the 
drawing down before you make the pattern or scale the 
pattern down when in pattern make by selecting all and 
decreasing the pattern in the middle. Select size tile to 
art or work in the top left corner.




